Field tests confirm the effectiveness of the Dynamic Track Stabiliser
Lateral track resistance is a decisive factor for a stable track geometry, which is a crucial element in rail
traffic safety. Field tests have been conducted to determine the effect of dynamic track stabilisation on
lateral track resistance for different types of track structure, which have yielded a good insight, as
alluded to in this article. Furthermore, it is expected that lateral track resistance could be further
increased by adjusting machine parameters - laboratory tests to investigate this are in progress.
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TRACK GEOMETRY STABILITY: LTR
AND DYNAMIC TRACK STABILISATION

DynlaTrack research project - impact of DTS
use on LTR for different types of track structure

A ballast bed must be homogeneous and stable so that it can
fulfil its functions, i.e.:
- allow a uniform distribution of the dynamic forces generated
by rail traffic onto the track substructure;
- provide a high resistance to sleeper displacement (both longi
tudinal and lateral);
- ensure that a durable track geometry is maintained as long as
possible.

Based on the ongoing further development of the DTS and the
introduction of new track components with varying degrees of
stiffness, an extensive research project is being conducted by
the Institute of Road, Railway and Airfield Construction of the
Technical University of Munich (TUM), in cooperation with
Plasser & T heurer, to investigate the impact of DTS use on LTR
for different types of track structure featuring components with
varying degrees of stiffness.

Track geometry stability is a crucial element of safety in rail
traffic. L ateral track resistance (LTR) is a suitable parameter
for a quantifiable description of track geometry stability.

Known as DynlaTrack, this research project embraces the con
ducting of:
-field tests: these are aimed at determining the maximum
LTR quality that can be achieved for different types of track
structure featuring sleepers with and without sleeper pads,
using current standard DTS machine parameters;
- laboratory tests: these are aimed at investigating the potential
for further increases in LTR by adjusting DTS machine par
ameters, based on the experience gained during the field
tests. A large-scale test bed has been set up especially for
these laboratory tests

Dynamic track stabilisation

By deploying the Dynamic Track Stabiliser (DTS) following
tamping a high LTR and, thus, track geometry stability can be
achieved.
While tamping only compacts the ballast underneath the
sleepers, the DTS produces a homogenous compaction of the
entire ballast bed and ensures that any cavities underneath the
sleepers are reduced. To achieve this, following tamping, the
DTS travels over the track at a continuous speed and puts the
track panel and ballast into a targeted horizontal vibration,
whilst at the same time applying a static vertical load. In this
manner, a friction-free and homogeneous re-arrangement of the
ballast stones and an even consolidation of the entire ballast
bed is effected. As a result, the track panel is firmly established
in the ballast bed and a high resistance to lateral displacement
is achieved, obviating the need for speed restrictions.
As a rule, track stabilisation using the DTS is carried out
immediately following tamping. For over 40 years now, the DTS
has been successfully adopted in a large number of countries,
where it has become a part of the standard maintenance pro
cedures for ballasted track, as by its use speed restrictions
following track work can be avoided. However, restrictions for
DTS use still exist in Germany where, since 1995, it is governed
by German Rail (DB AG) Regulation DS 820 03 15 [l], which
defines that, on German high-speed and upgraded railway lines,
the DTS is to be deployed following the first tamping pass and
that it could also be deployed following the second tamping
pass. In other words, using the DTS following the second
tamping pass is not an obligation, but an option. Additional
restrictions exist for its deployment on track sections with
nearby buildings (distance to the track axis < 10 m), on steel
bridges and arched bridges, as well as in tunnels with walls made
of bricks, dimension stone or non-reinforced concrete [1].
Field tests, conducted within the framework of a research
project to quantify the increase in LTR that is achieved l;>y DTS
use following tamping, have confirmed that a reduction in speed
restrictions can be achieved by DTS use, as also alluded to in the
following.
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Aim of the two-part test series - impact
of DTS use on lateral track resistance (LTR)

T he aim of the two-part test series is to determine how changes
to the DTS machine parameters lead to an optimal increase in
LTR for different types of track structure. LTR is the most
important safety factor for lateral track geometry stability. If
there is insufficient resistance, track buckling or track defor
mation can occur. LTR describes the force needed to displace a
sleeper laterally, measured in kN. When it refers to track length,
it is measured in N/mm. As LTR is a decisive measurement
parameter when evaluating track geometry stability, it has
been selected as an indicator of the quality of track stabilisation
achieved during both the field and laboratory tests.
FIELD TESTS - TEST SET-UP
AND MEASUREMENT PROCESS

Two field tests were conducted, i.e.:
- Field Test 1, which was conducted near Wiesloch, southwest
Germany, by DB Systemtechnik GmbH;
- Field Test 2, which was conducted near Hildesheim, north
west Germany, by the Institute of Road, Railway and Airfield
Construction of TUM.
In terms of the test set-up adopted for the LTR field meas
urements, the difference between the measurement method
adopted by DB Netz AG and that by TUM to determine
LTR is minimal. T he comparability of the results obtained by
both measurement methods is also confirmed on the basis of
several comparable measurement procedures that are described
in the UIC publication "L ateral Track Resistance" [2].
In the following, the steps comprising LTR measurement at
a single sleeper are described using the measurement process
developed by TUM. In Fig. 1, the respective test set-up is
shown.
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